DU Driscoll Wall
Intentions, Expectations & Procedures FAQ

1. Who can use the Driscoll Wall?

Initiated by the Undergraduate Student Government, the Wall is provided for the use of current DU students.

2. What are the regulations on Wall use?

As rights come with responsibilities, posters are also strongly encouraged to:

- use the Wall for its intended, constructive purpose: to inform and engage, and to celebrate and educate our campus community about coming events and current issues. Consider how your posting reflects University values, and furthers learning and community for all.
- “own” their sharing by including their name and affiliate org or office, if not clear from the post itself.

Posters are required to:

- supply their own supplies and labor.
- paint over previous posts entirely. Editing/altering others’ posts is prohibited.
- understand that the Wall will be painted over every Thursday at approximately noon, in order to provide equal opportunity of exposure.
- understand that, beyond that weekly repainting, there is no guaranteed length of time that any post will remain up. Posts can be painted over at any time.

As always, the DU Honor Code and Code of Student Conduct applies to all behavior, including at and on the Wall: www.du.edu/studentconduct

3. Who physically repaints the Wall each Thursday? Who pays for labor and supplies?

Campus Life and Inclusive Excellence (CLIE) and the Driscoll Center coordinate and pay for student staff and supplies.

4. Who monitors for violations of Wall-specific guidelines?

- DU students are encouraged to take advantage of the opportunities and information shared on the Wall; that’s why it was created. Students are also encouraged to support one another in using it responsibly, whether by planning engaging posts, responding to posts constructively, and/or reporting violations and/or concerns (per #5 below).
- CLIE staff will also check the Wall each week day.
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5. **Where should concerns be reported?**

Concerns should be reported to the Driscoll Information Desk, who will notify Campus Safety, and Campus Life senior staff.

- Any other offices or staff who receive complaints/concerns should let Campus Safety, Campus Life, and the Driscoll Desk know.
- Campus Safety will then document and forward report to Student Conduct, Equal Opportunity, and/or other relevant offices.
  - If reported to Campus Safety first, they will document, notify Campus Life staff, and route reports as needed.

6. **Who ultimately determines whether a post violates a Wall or other campus policy?**

Campus Life and Inclusive Excellence will determine whether or not a post violates the formal Wall-specific guidelines noted here.

To the extent a post may violate another University guidelines or policy, the matter will be referred to the appropriate campus partner for handling consistent with their own policies and procedures. For example, an allegation involving discrimination, harassment or bias will be referred to the Office of Equal Opportunity for resolution.

Questions about the Wall and its use should be directed to the office of Campus Life and Inclusive Excellence at 303.871.3111.